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SUMMARY 

An initial technical meeting in connection with the -POL review of-Indian 
Point 2 was held on March 12. A list of attendees is attached. Meeting 
discussion has been summarized under the agenda headings.  

The containment-design report promised in the FSAR has not yet been received.* 
This report-is essential to our review. The applicant-indicated a tentative 
submittal date for the technical specifications of July. His previous date 
was for no later than March. He was informed that we consider the Technical 
Specifications to be an'-essential part of the application and should be sub
mitted-as promptly as possible.  

1. TORNADO PROTECTION 

The subject of tornado protection has not been addressed in the FSAR.  
Tornado protection was-not reviewed or required for the Indian Point 2 
facility at the construction permit stage.  

Our tornado protection requirements for current construction permit-appli
cations are based on RTM No. 1 (300 mph tangential velocity, pressure drop 
of 3 psi in three seconds). The pri.ncipal structures at the Indian Point 2 
facility were reviewed to establish qualitatively the extent of -current 
tornado protection built in.  

The reinforced concrete containment will meet the 300 mph tornado and 
associated requirements of RTM No. 1 as constructed.  

*Draft (incomplete) copies of the report have subsequently been received.  
Because of serious deficiencies, formal submittal will be further delayed.
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The primary auxiliary building is mostly of reinforcedconcrete structure 
(,-,o 85%) with some metal panel'siding at each end. It should have a high 
degree of resistance to the 300 mph tornado.  

The'control building (also the control building for Indian Point 1) is a 
steel frame structure with metal panel siding. It probably-will withstand 
the overturning moment from a,300 mph tor nado, but panels would-blow out if 
subjected to the 3 psi pressure difference. T he control building has some 
natural 'protection in that it is surrounded by other buildings and rising 
terrain.  

The-diesel generator building has a reinforced concrete foundation. The 
lower portion of the walls are. also reinforced concrete but the structure 
enclosing the diesels is essentially a steel frame building with metal panel.  
siding. It will not protect the diesels from a tornado. There is no missile 
protection between individual diesel generators. The six service water pumps 
should survive tornado winds. Sufficient redundancy is provided so that 
missile damage to one or more pumps should not preclude satisfactory plant.  
cooldown. The 480 V safety systems bus has some protection and should survive 
the tornado. Batteries are located in separate rooms but are in the control 
building.  

The. provision of offsite powerto Indian Point 2 is as follows: 

- A 138 Ky overhead line from the Buchanan substation about 3/4-mile 
distance is connected to Indian Point 2 through the station auxiliary 
trans former.  

- A similar 138 Ky overhead line is connected to Indian Point 3 with an.  
underground tie line between the two plants. The two lines are 
separated by multiple breakers.  

- An underground 13.8 Ky, line is also provided from the Buchanan substation.  

- The 13.8 Ky supply. at Indian Point can also be provided by a 21 Mw gas 
turbine which is located in a rock cut adjacent to the Unit .1 turbine 
building. Startup time for the gas turbine (not automatically started).  
is aboutten minutes. Con Ed indicated that they could probably start 
the gas turbine if a "tornado warning" was issued by the Weather Bureau.  

2. FLOODING PROTECTION 

At the construction permit stage we apparently accepted a maximum flood eleva
tion of 7.4 ft based on .history of high water at the site. No specific 
design flood elevation was presented. in either-the ACRS report or the staff.  
Safety Evaluation. The applicant indicated that design flood height. for
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Indian Point 2 was 15 feet. As a result of analysis made in connection with.  
the Indian Point 3 application, a maximum-storm surge level of 19.3 ft above 
mean sea level was predicted as a result of the Probable Maximum Hurricane 
in the vicinity of the site. Also, in connection with Indian Point 3 the 
applicant has conservatively estimated the flood level associated with the 
fresh water flood from precipitation runoff~to be.16 ft-above mean sea level.  
The above analyses have been accepted by our consultants; namely, the. U. S.  
Army Coastal Engineering Research Center (CERC) and the U. S. Geological 
Survey. (USGS) respectively.  

Currently, the applicant-is recalculating the storm surge-level using more 
representative data to describe the sides of the river channel. The 19.3 
elevation was made using straight sided channels. The applicant has been 
informed that this analysis should be submitted in connection with the 
Indian Point 2 application.  

3. RADWASTE-SYSTEM

It was determined that the applicant's basis for the annual gaseous release 
limit would be 10 CFR Part 20 considering the simultaneous release from 
Units 1, 2 and 3. The release of liquid effluent from all three units will 
also be within this limit. The tritium activity inthe containment is con
trolled by discharging part of the condensate from the boric acid recovery 
process to the river. The concentration of tritium is determined by grab 
samples so that the number of curies released from this source is known. The 
waste evaporator capacity of 2 gpm is sufficient to process five times the 
average amount of-wastes produced in one year, including refueling. The 
quantity of-these wastes is not affected by. load following. It is presently 
estimated that 4 to 6 primary system volumes have to be handled by the waste 
disposal system per fuel cycle.  

4. REACTOR INTERNAL VIBRATIONS 

In addition to the testing described in the FSAR (scale model tests, tests .on 
full-scale fuel rod assemblies, and scratch [maximum displacement] gauges on 
the thermal shield) it was stated that strain gauges will be placed on the 
control rod guide tubes, and accelerometers will be mounted on the vessel
head and recirculation loops.. The details of the tests and acceptance criteria 
were not available. No testing is planned to evaluate the potential vibration 
of the tubes in the residual heat removal heat exchanger or the tube bundles 
of the steam generators. The reason given was the difficulty of installing 
strain gauges to give accurate results.

-R. S.7 Boyd
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5. CONTAINMENT STRUCTURE AND SEISMIC DESIGN 

A considerable number of detailed questions were posed for the applicant. It.  
was decided later that this subject warranted a special meeting which was 
scheduled for April 4.  

6. CONTROL ROD OPERATION 

The applicant intends to operate the Indian Point 2 plant as a-base load plant 
to the extent that this mode can be accommodated by their system. In practice 
it is anticipated that this will mean load following between 60% and 100% of 
power during a 24-hour period. Control rods will be employed during a power 
change and the compensation for xenon concentration change will be made by 
changing dissolved boron concentration.  

Part length rods will be run manually by the operator in response to the "axial 
offset" measurement made with the out-of-core divided ion chambers.  

7. ADEQUACY OF CORE NUCLEAR INSTRUMENTATION 

No permanent incore nuclear instrumentation is planned for the Indian Point 2 
reactor. Detection of a bottomed rod would be by: 

- out-of-core ion chambers flux tilt.  
- core exit thermocouples.  
- rod position indicators.  

8. INSTRUMENTATION FOR REACTOR PROTECTION AND ENGINEERED SAFEGUARDS.  

There appear to be no major problems in this area identifiable at the present 
time.  

9. EMERGENCY ELECTRICAL POWER 

Two items of concern were identified: 

- The onsite emergency power system is designed. identical to that originally 
proposed for Indian Point 3 and commented on adversely in theIndian 
Point 3 ACRS letter.* The independence of *the onsite power is-compromised 
by the use of automatic breakers between essential buses.  

- The three diesel generators are housed side by side in .a structure 
which cannot withstand the 300 mph tornado.
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10. REMOTE HOT AND COLD SHUTDOWN 

The applicant agrees in principle to provide sufficient. controls and instru
mentation to perform hot-shutdown outsid e of the control room (with the control 
room-inaccessible but intact). Cold shutdown will be possible within a period 
of days using jury rigged controls.  

11. FUEL ELEMENT FAILURE DETECTION 

Present methods of fuel element failure detection is by radiation monitor on 
the letdown line and sampling of the primary coolant. The applicant is willing 
to install a "modern" fuel element detection device when it becomes available.  

12. QUALITY ASSURANCE.  

This item was not discussed.  

13. LEAK DETECTION 

It was indicated to the applicant that the leak detection system and.its 
capability should relate to the detection of incipient-failures in the primary.  
system.  

14. INSERVICE INSPECTION 

Our initial review of the primary coolant system design and the requirements. for 
accessibility as written into the N45 Inservice Inspection -Code-Draft indicate 
that the applicant should be able to meet-most of the requirements of the code 
as presently drafted. The applicant-indicated that he intends to address himself 
to the.N45 Code Draft in the Technical Specifications.  

The primary system is not coated in any way. Low chloride content removable 
insulation is-used.  

15. MISSILE.PROTECTION FROM PUMP FLYWHEEL 

The applicant briefly discussed the quality assurance program for flywheel manu
facture. No inservice inspection program has been proposed. No shielding has 
been proposed, apparently partly because of the difficulty of stopping the-very 
high energy missiles from a flywheel fracture. It waspointed out to the appli
cant that both the steam generators and the pr essurizer were-vulnerable to fly
wheel missile damage in the Indian Point 2 primary system layout. One'of the
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differences between Indian Point 2 and Indian Point 3 is that the pressurizer 
in the Indian Point 3 layout is considerably less vulnerable .to flywheel 
missile damage.  

16. ROD EJECTION ACCIDENT 

The information presented in the FSAR on rod ejection is quite good; however, 
some questions remain. What is the effect on water logged fuel as a result 
of a rod ejection accident (since normal operation with 1% failed fuel is con
templated)? I Are damage thresholds lower for water logged fuel? What Tech.  
Spec. limits are placed on position of control rod banks? 

17. LOSS-OF-COOLANT ACCIDENT 

Thermal transient analyses as presented in the FSAR are excellent. Effects 
of blowdown on primary system and reactor internals has not been covered in 
sufficient detail. Apparently Westinghouse is planning a topical report on 
this subject which will require our review in depth.  

A PLOCAP system (Post-Loss-of-Coolant Accident Protection) was briefly 
reviewed. This system requires the following: 

- A storage tank and discharge line leading to the pressure vessel cavity 
with enough water to fill the cavity up to the vessel bottom.  

- Additional pumping capability during the recirculation phase employing 
a third residual heat removal pump.  

- Provision for hot-leg injection.  

- A standpipe on outlet(s) of reactor cavity to maintain water level in 
cavity above core.  

- Additional refueling water storage capacity.  

Plants in population sensitive areas (e.g., Indian Point 3, Zion land 2) are 
presently required to make provisions for adding PLOCAP at the construction 
permit stage so that a PLOCAP system can be installed if deemed necessary-at 
a later date. These provisions include nozzles for hot-leg injection (blanked 
off), pipe for filling cavity, space reserved for tank in the containment, 
space for extra pump(s) in the auxiliary building, and an extra large refueling 
water storage tank. The applicant stated that adding these provisions today 
to Indian Point 2 would be just as difficult as adding them later after operation.  
He also indicated that at the June 5, 1969 ACRS meeting the Committee indicated, 
that backfit of a PLOCAP type system to plants with construction permits was
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not contemplated. Later, this .fact was confirmed with Mort Libarkin and 
reference to his notes for that meeting. It is therefore not intended to 
pursue this matter further in the case of Indian Point 2.  

18. EMERGENCY-CORE COOLING SYSTEM (EGGS) 

Mostly as a result of-our "mid-term" review and. comment on the EGGS (May 1968) 
the system design is acceptable as presented and a minimum amount of additional 
information will be required. Thermal analysis of the system performance is 
also quite complete as presented in the FSAR.  

19. CONDUCT OF OPERATION 

Their organiza 'tional structure for two-unit operation was briefly discussed.  
They will submit-additional information describing this organizational 
structure for two-unit operation, indicate their proposed minimum operating 
crew composition for Unit No. 2 when scheduled maintenance work on Unit No. 1 
might delete some portion of the shared crew normally available to assist 
Unit No. 2, and describe the responsibilities of the supervisory personnel 
indicated in the organizational structure.  

20.- ENVIRONMENTAL AND PERFORMANCE TESTING OF FAN COOLERS 

This, item was not discussed.  

21. SYSTEM FOR HYDROGEN CONCENTRATION CONTROL 

The applicant-stated ,that he plans to install a flame recombiner.  

Karl Kniel, Project Leader.  
Reactor Project Branch #1 
Division of Reactor Licensing 

Enclosure: 
Attendance List

April 17, 1969
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RL Reading 
RPB-l Reading 
M. -M. Mann 
R. L. Doan 
D. J. Sko Vholt 
S. Levine 
R. C. DeYoung 
D. R. Muller 
Branch Chiefs, DRL/RP/RT 
F. Kelly 
CO (3) 
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ATTENDANCE LIST 

Indian Point 2 meeting, March 12, 1969

Consolidated Edison AEC/DRL (full time)

J. . Grab, Jr.  
J. A. Prestle 
V. C. Gonnella 
J. J. Blake 
R. H. Koppe

K. -Kniel 
M. McCoy 
G. Lainas 
J. J. Holman

LeBoeuf, Lamb, Leiby & MacRae AEC/DRL (part time)

E. B. Thomas, Jr.  
H. V. Nickel

D. R. Muller 
0. D. Parr 
R. Mattson 
A. Gluckmann 
G. Arndt 
M. M. Mann 
R. L. Doan

Southern Nuclear Engineering 

W. M. Hawkins, Jr.  
.G. M. Brown

AEC/CO
Westinghouse

J. Ji Rizzo
A. R. Collier 
T. R. Puryear

United Engineers & Constructors

D. H. Rhoads, Jr.


